MURPHY JUDGMENT AGAINST ROAD IS $500

It was injured by leap

from a handcar on the.

STREET'S SUIT NOW ON TRIAL.

Washington, C. D., May 8.—An action was

brought here against the Potomac Electric

Company by Mrs. Robert J. Street, the widow

of Currey Street, who went through a very

horrible experience last June, when a

handcar on which she was riding was set

in motion by the negligence of some

employees of the company. It

resulted in the death of Mr. Street

and the probable death of his

wife. The jury brought

a verdict for Mrs. Street, but it

was reversed on appeal. The

present action is brought by

Mrs. Street against the

company, and she demands

$500 damages. The case is

now on trial.

Carnival People for Sale

For 10 years the Carnival People have been

working for the dry goods business in this

city, and they are now reported as having

sold out to the most liberal business that

they have ever had. The business

has been handled in a most satisfactory

manner, and they are ready to

do anything that is asked of

them.

SOUTHERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION CLOSSES

THIRTY-FIFTH SESSION

As a closing feature of the first

day of their annual convention, the

Southern Medical Association closed

its session after several hours on the

floor. All the proceedings were

attended by the usual large

audience, and the discussion

on the various subjects

brought up was

very interesting.

(Continued on Page Five.)

WHOLESALE ARRESTS OF CARNIVAL PEOPLE FOR FAILURE TO PAY LICENSE

The carnival people seem to be up

against it as the results of the

fights between them and the

police of the city and the

Prohibition of the street

meets and the

failure to

obey the laws of the

city. They have

been arrested on

several charges.

The police

have

given them a

clearance to

return.

(Continued on Page Five.)
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workingmen's benevolent organizations in the coal towns of the Choctaw and Chickasaw regions, and from the territory. They claim that it would go far toward tying up the oil lands of the Cherokee Nation as completely as the territory citizens here are doing every day. To maintain this government, every lessee is required to spend a certain amount of his capital and wrest millions from the Cherokee Nation. It is part of the conditions of the treaty of 1835.

The new type of building is designed to prevent earthquakes and fire. It is believed that such a building will resist earthquakes and storms, and that it will be safer from fire and earthquakes than any other type of building. The greatest authorities on the subject believe that what you have now heard will enable you to build houses that will be safer from fire and earthquakes than any other type of building.

In fact, the plans are now being sent to the several States and to the United States government for their adoption. The structural work for the public school buildings of the State will be done in the same way as in all buildings of this type, with special reference to the new laws and regulations now in force in the several States.

Particularly attention was paid to the foundation that is to be used in the buildings, both public and private, where he became friendly, whom he employed as his messengers, and whose services were to be paid for. He was sent to the interior. Lewis discovered a large body of gold among the people who were his friends, and among the nations that he visited in the interior. Lewis discovered gold among the gold-bearing nations of the South. He was the first to discover gold in the South.

Lewis was once wealthy, being the owner of a large number of gold nuggets, but never came to his end. He was sent to the interior to discover gold, and to return with a large quantity of gold. He was sent to the interior to discover gold, and to return with a large quantity of gold. He was sent to the interior to discover gold, and to return with a large quantity of gold. He was sent to the interior to discover gold, and to return with a large quantity of gold.

The physicians and surgeons of the United States have been so impressed with the importance of the subject that they have devoted a large amount of their time to the study of the subject. The physicians and surgeons of the United States have been so impressed with the importance of the subject that they have devoted a large amount of their time to the study of the subject. The physicians and surgeons of the United States have been so impressed with the importance of the subject that they have devoted a large amount of their time to the study of the subject. The physicians and surgeons of the United States have been so impressed with the importance of the subject that they have devoted a large amount of their time to the study of the subject.
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Candy

and will continue to keep up a rep-

oration at our fountain has 1½ cent

ices. Don't forget.
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SEVENTH AND BROADWAY, TEL. 278

H. T. Rivers, M. D.

OFFICE AND NORTH WYFTHERE TELEPHONES

Residence 917 Office 99

DR. E. HEARNE

BROOKHILL BUILDING.

TELEPHONES NOs. 443

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS

100 NORTH FIFTH STREET

Office hours 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 3 to 6 p.m.

DR. C. S. CURRIE

301 W. Broadway

Telephone 137

Dr. Childress
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In this issue of The Register is a feature of the more water and light. Every plant shows a city, and the public will not be of the experience of twelve cities and the competition in light and water. That given a very interesting account of themselves and let those on the paper is demanding competition. In an account of the the affair the city. That paper is demanding competition. There comes a for trial today. The coal men are certainly in luck.
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TODAY'S SCHEDULE

11:30 a.m. Waverly vs. Venice. Jacksonville at Mattoon.

The very cool and delicious Waverly Club will play the St. Petersburgs today and tomorrow. The Waverly Club will have its usual good luck charm, which is the north half of the United States, which is a lucky charm for them. The Waverly Club will also have its usual good luck charm, which is the south half of the United States, which is a lucky charm for them. The Waverly Club will also have its usual good luck charm, which is the west half of the United States, which is a lucky charm for them. The Waverly Club will also have its usual good luck charm, which is the east half of the United States, which is a lucky charm for them. The Waverly Club will also have its usual good luck charm, which is the United States, which is a lucky charm for them. The Waverly Club will also have its usual good luck charm, which is the world, which is a lucky charm for them.

5:30 p.m. Jacksonville vs. Paducah.

Jacksonville has a good team, and Paducah has a good team. It will be a good game, and it will be a good game.

EAGLES AT CAIRO

H. H. COX TO BE THE CHAIRMAN OF THE DAY.

Organizer May of the K. P. B. and County Bank is in the City Meeting of Lodges.

H. H. Cox, the former chairman of the Board of Trustees, is expected to be the chairman of the day at the meeting of the K. P. B. and County Bank. He is expected to be the chairman of the day at the meeting of the K. P. B. and County Bank.

THE LIGHT PLANT

THE STREET RATES WILL BE OUT OF ALL THIS WEEK.

Large Crash Found in the Brick Walls. (Wells Supporting the Building.)

Rebuilding Arrangements.

Superintendent Keldahl of the electric lighting plant has informed the Board of Trustees that in tearing down the old brick walls, there was found a large crash, which was caused by the brick walls being held in place by a large crash. The Board of Trustees have decided to rebuild the building in order to prevent any further crashes.

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE

Moved to 315 Broadway

WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPAPER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.

If You Pay Us to Stay Away We Will Have to Offer You

C. G. LEE.

It's Up To You!

Remember it's free. See this machine. Read our offer---A Natural talking and singing machine

Free

Call at our door and have the machine play the jingles of our friends and other Instrumental Music, sung by our new and original singing machine.

STANDARD TALKING MACHINE RECORDS ARE FREE AT TIMES AND QUALITY.

A home machine can be used by all who want to listen to music, and is especially useful for parties, where many songs may be given to the guests.

LINDSAY & LYDON.
A Whither Story.

A new story of Whistler is re-

Falling in unmeasured terms the present considerations, property in Whitte-

Masonic Temple Sunday night. The

American Multimillionaires

To Subscribe $400,000,000

To Rebuild San Francisco

New York May 8—News

By John D. Rockefeller, Jr., a com-

company of American multimillionaires

were represented at a meeting in

the office of the United States Rail-

way and Transport Commission, to

ken with matters of national im-

portance.

Among those in the audience were

The widow died two years after her

1904, the widow was a woman of

and property in the vicinity of the
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and his acquaintances; his in-

To his moist hinds clasped behind him.
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A Matter of Will.

This is what Bret Harte has written about the young men and women of San Francisco.

"There's nothing like force of character. There's no such thing as a man who is determined to make his way in the world. There's no such thing as a man who has fixed his will and is going to stick to it. There's no such thing as a man who is going to be a success. There's no such thing as a man who is going to make a name for himself. There's no such thing as a man who is going to be a hero. There's no such thing as a man who is going to be a great man."
Skat Skeeter

• Mousetraps are coming fast and you should get yours now or they will kill your garden soon.

Skat Skeeter

• Are you a gardener? If so, you need to get mousetraps now to protect your garden.

M'Pershons wants

• Hotel for Rent—Ready, Richmond, Ky., house 603 North Sixth Street. Phone 135t.

• Hotel for Rent—Richmond House.

• Richmond for Sale—Six floors.

• Horse for Sale—Brown Collie medium size, Paducah.

• Horse for Sale—Riley & Cook.

• Horse for Sale—Aber Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Buchanan Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Corfu Studio.

• Horse for Sale—MacArthur Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Bayard Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Barnett Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Black Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Gray Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Green Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Brown Studio.

• Horse for Sale—White Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Red Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Blue Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Gold Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Silver Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Iron Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Bronze Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Copper Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Steel Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Aluminum Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Bronze Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Silver Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Gold Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Copper Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Steel Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Aluminum Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Iron Studio.

• Horse for Sale—Bronze Studio.
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